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PRICE LIST OF CURRENT METERS CALIBRATION
VALID FOR 2021
Contacts:
Head of CCSCM:

CCSCM Quality Manager:

Ing. Adéla Trávníčková

Ing. Kateřina Poláková

+420 220 197 302, +420 220 197 253

+420 220 197 381

adela.travnickova@vuv.cz

katerina.polakova@vuv.cz

Calibration prices of each type of current meter are determined by the work complexity.
Prices are valid for calibration of one current meter (with one propeller) or one
measuring device, always within the velocity range given by the propeller pitch as
shown in the Appendix to the Certificate of Accreditation.
Calibration points out of this range are subject to the agreement and the issued
Calibration Certificate does not contain a textual reference to accreditation and
accreditation mark.
Current meter make and type, suspension type:

Unit price in EUR:

OTT C2 and similar types (VUVH etc.), rod suspended

370

OTT C31 and similar types (Texas, VUVH-HYV etc.), rod suspended

410

OTT C31 and similar types, cable suspended with sinker weight 5 or 10 kg

500

OTT C31 and similar types, cable suspended with sinker weight 25 kg

560

OTT C31 and similar types, cable suspended with sinker weight 50 kg

600

OTT C31 and similar types, cable suspended with sinker weight 100 kg

715

Electromagnetic current meters

690

Ultrasonic current meters

690

Unit price INCLUDES: costs of cleaning and check of the device and propeller oil replacement before
calibration, costs of cleaning of the device and propeller oil replacement after calibration, costs of
expended material (propeller oil, petrol for current meter cleaning) and its ecological disposal, hardcopy of
Calibration Certificate printing costs, surcharge for heavy objects handling in case of sinker weight suspension
type
Unit price DOES NOT INCLUDE: VAT 21 %, shipping and handling costs*, costs of calibration at calibration
points out of velocity range, extra work of CCSCM employee (EUR 40 per hour), technical service of not fully
functional device and subsequent testing,
electronic processing (Excel) of results presented in Calibration
Certificate (excluding charts) if requested
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
6 pieces and more:
11 pieces and more:

10 %
15 %

PREFERENTIAL CALIBRATIONS (ASIDE FROM DELIVERED ORDERS)
Price to be agreed and is at least 25 % higher than the standard list rate.
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*Shipping and handling within CZ: shipping (according to the valid price list of the Czech Post or other selected
parcel service), packing costs according to consignment size, insurance
*Shipping and handling within the EU: shipping (according to the valid price list of selected parcel service),
packing costs according to consignment size, insurance
*Shipping and handling outside the EU: transport of consignment from airport, preparation of documents for
customs clearance of the consignment (import and export), participation of TGM WRI worker in clearance process,
costs of customs clearance procedure (provided externally), interest on the frozen amount (0,5 % of customs
security), preparation of documents for forwarding, shipping (according to the valid price list of selected parcel
service), insurance
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